
Design Thinking in 
the Makerspace 

 

Lesson Outline 
This is an adaptation of Cereal City: Structures and Properties 

of Matter Lesson 2A - “Students explore the properties of 
matter and how different properties make material useful in 

designing and building different items.” 
 

Purpose Statement: Students will consider the 
properties of materials and their usefulness when 
designing a structure.  
 
NOTE: This lesson could be done in one class OR could 
be broken up into multiple lessons. You could have 
students choose their problem from the choices or have everyone work on one specific problem of your 
choice. However, for all of the problems listed here, the main objective (exploring properties and materials 
to determine the usefulness for building a structure) remains constant. 
 
Step 1: Understand 

● Empathize- “Children on a  slide with different clothing descend the slide at different speeds. A tree 
has a rigid trunk and flexible branches that can sway in the wind. Children walk to school on a rainy 
day. One child has on rubber boots and the other is wearing tennis shoes. One child has dry socks 
and the other child has wet socks.”  
- Cereal City Science  
 

● Define-  
○ Problem Statement: What properties are important when considering the materials of 

different items? Why?  
■ What makes some people slide down a slide more quickly?  
■ What properties allow a tree to sway in the wind? 
■ What properties are important for shoes when you are walking in the rain? 
■ What materials could you use to replicate the movement of a tree with a rigid trunk 

and flexible branches? 
 
Step 2: Explore 

● Ideate- Discuss the different materials in the room. Hold up a few items in the room and ask students 
to describe their properties.  

● Have students turn and talk to discuss which materials might be most useful to 1) replicate the 
movement of a tree (rigid trunk, flexible branches), 2) create shoes that will be waterproof but also 
strong enough to walk in, 3) create a slide that allows students to slide down quickly. 

 
● Prototype- Build/ Create your solution  

○ Have students choose one of the following challenges: 



■ Build a structure that replicates the movement of a tree with a strong trunk but whose 
top can sway in the wind.  

■ Build a pair of shoes that can keep someone’s feet dry while walking in the rain. 
■ Design a slide which allows students to slide down quickly and smoothly.  

○ Remind students/pairs/teams (whichever you choose) to consider the properties of the 
materials they use when designing their solutions.  

○ Supplies needed: Various materials for building - Kevas, K’Nex, “creation” materials (paper, 
etc), any other supplies this students might wish to use to build or design.  

 
Step 3: Materialize 

● Test & Reflection- Give students plenty of time to brainstorm, and design/build their structures. 
Encourage students to discuss together the properties of their materials and why these properties 
are useful for the problem they are trying to solve.  

 
○ Reflection- Have students create a video with your Green Screen, laptops, iPads, on 

Schoology, or using FlipGrid to present their projects. In their videos, students should explain 
the problem they chose, the materials they chose, and the properties they considered while 
selecting their materials.  

 
● Implement-  

○ Find a way to share this with the masses- authentic audience - Consider sharing videos with 
another 2nd grade class at your building or district wide. Use this time to discuss and reflect 
on the different solutions students came up with. Have them compare and contrast the 
differences and similarities between their projects and others’. 


